FPi 500
Tabletop inserting system

Finish your mail in
just three minutes.
FPi 500 – the new
tabletop inserting system.

FPi 500
Tabletop inserting system

Your time is valuable. Don't waste it.
You know how it is. On some days everything seems to happen at once. Stacks of
daily correspondence, invoices and serial letters pile up while you tend to other
important tasks. Folding letters and stuffing envelopes takes time you just don't have.
Who wouldn't wish for a dependable little elf to take care of the outgoing mail –
quickly, quietly, dependably.

Solutions in a snap.
A wish becomes reality: The FPi 500 tabletop inserter is your perfect mail elf.
FPi 500 – the new tabletop inserting system –
finishes your outgoing mail in a snap.
Get important correspondence and invoices out
the door quicker so you can devote more time
to your main responsibilities.

Conceived for your office.
A compact tabletop inserting system that delivers
high performance in a small package and fits into
every office. The FPi 500 pays for itself even in
offices that mail just 50 letters a day. Folding and
inserting those letters can cost a good 30 minutes
of your time, while the FPi 500 does the job in
just 3 minutes – at the press of a button.

Simple and fast:
Just load letters, envelopes and supplements into
the corresponding stations. Follow the straightforward instructions in the display and the FPi 500
is ready to go to work. The system automatically
folds and inserts your mail and seals the finished
envelopes. Settings for recurring jobs can be stored
and recalled at any time.

What do you want to do?
The FPi 500 happily handles your personal outgoing correspondence. Everything from post-card
sized mailings to standard business correspondence. The daily-mail mode can select, fold and
insert five pages into a single envelope.
Three automatic feeder stations (two document
and one supplement station) deliver maximum
flexibility. Each station can hold 100 sheets of
paper. For non-stop operation the two document
stations can be switched to tandem mode: each
station works without interruption even when
the other station is empty, enabling you to reload
stations without stopping the machine.

Perfect for ads and brochures.
Promotional mail? No problem! Get the most out
of postage weight limits by using the supplement
feeder to add pre-folded or envelope-shaped flyers, cards or reply-envelopes. The FPi 500 can
fold and insert up to 1,350 letters in an hour! It
can also help produce those pre-folded brochures:
Just disengage the inserting function to use the
FPi 500 as a paper-folding machine.

Advantage: FPi 500.

Outstanding value for the money!
Cost-effective with as few as 50 letters/day.

Minimizes unproductive manual work.

Folds and inserts your mail ten times faster
than by hand.

Increases your correspondence efficiency.

Flexibly handles regular correspondence,
invoices, serial and advertising mailings,
salary and wage statements, etc.

Processes widely-varied supplements (like
postcards, flyers, reply-envelopes).

Easy-to-see and easy-to-fill feeder stations.
Printed material faces forward.

User-friendly interactive display.

Job memory for recurring task settings.
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Document feed
Document sizes: Small DIN A6 to oversized DIN A4
(80–356 mm high, 142–226 mm wide)
Paper quality: 60 g/qm to 135 g/qm (coated or uncoated)
Supplements (flyers, cards, reply-envelopes):
envelope-shaped (or pre-folded to envelope shape)
Tandem function: Automatically links both document stations
Folding/inserting performance: Up to 5 sheets of 80 g/qm paper, without supplement
Document station capacity: 100 pages each (80 g/qm)
Supplement station capacity: up to 100 single-sided supplements
(250 g/qm)
Envelopes with and without window, DINlang, DIN C6/5, DIN C5
Inserting speed up to 1,350 letters/hour
Programmable memory 9 jobs
Dimensions 420 x 530 x 530 mm (w/h/l)
Power requirement 220/230 V, 50 Hz/115 V, 60 Hz

And in the rare event of a
paper jam – simply raise the
hinged upper body, clear the
jam and resume work.

Test certificates C, UL
Specifications subject to change.

Solutions for your mail.

Francotyp-Postalia AG & Co. KG
PO Box
D-16542 Birkenwerder
Phone +49/3303/525-0
Fax
+49/3303/525-799
Internet www.francotyp.com

Contact your local FP dealer:

